DSH moulds and precision machining co., ltd.

Contact: Cherry Zhang  Email: cherry@dshprecision.com
Website: dshprecision.com  
Tel: 86-755-33163065  Fax: 86-755-29041031
Address: Floor2, Building9, Guoda Industrial Park, Dalang, Longhua, Shenzhen, China.

Our production:

Pic 1: Nitride parts, Germany
Pic 2: parts, Coating: Sandblasted, Germany.

Pic 3: parts for Germany, Nickel plated.
Pic 4: Samples for Austria, Zinc plated.

Pic 5 and Pic 6: Cylinder for Germany, Material: Al and Stainless steel.

Pic 7 and Pic 8: Audio parts for Accuton, anodized and sandblasted, Germany.
Pic 9: Assembly fixture for Volvo, Anodized and sandblasted.
Pic 10: Assembly fixture for Chinese client.

Pic 11: Mold parts for Spanish customers.  
Pic 12: Mold parts for Foxconn.

Pic 13 and Pic 14: Assembly fixture for Foxconn, the Beige POM is easy to deform, but we can do it well.

We could machining as the drawings, R & D also be accepted for automation.

We have domestic trade and international trade, main is Foxconn & branches in China and clients from European.

Welcome to your inquiry at any time.